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EXECUTIVE REPORT

“Bodies, Territories and Movements in Resistance in Mesoamerica”

2015-2016 REPORT ON ATTACKS AGAINST WHRD

According to data compiled in the Mesoamerican Registry of Attacks against Women Human Rights Defenders, between 2015 and 2016 there were a total of 2,197 attacks against women human rights defenders
(WHRD) in El Salvador (102), Guatemala (231), Honduras (810), Mexico (862) and Nicaragua (192). This
figure represents an increase of 30%, or 1,688 attacks, compared to the previous period, 2012-2014.1

Which WHRD are being attacked?
In keeping with the trend of the former period, WHRD of land, territory and natural resources have suffered
the most attacks, with 609 attacks, followed by those who defend the right to information and freedom of expression (425) and defenders of the right to truth, justice and reparations (255).
This trend was replicated in all countries except Mexico, where those who suffered the highest number of attacks
were WHRD of the right to information and freedom of expression, and Nicaragua, where WHRD of the right to
defend rights, followed by the WHRD of the right to information, suffered the most attacks.
With regards to the field in which they carry out their work, WHRD working in local (63%) and rural (41%)
spheres suffered the most attacks.

How are WHRD being attacked?
Between 2015 and 2016, 21 murders of women human rights defenders and 44 attempted murders were
perpetrated in El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico and Nicaragua. Mexico was the country with most
defenders killed (8), followed by Honduras (6), Guatemala (5) and El Salvador (2). A murder is the most serious human rights violation to a person and the greatest loss to social movements struggling for a more just
society.
In quantitative terms, the attacks predominantly faced in the region are, in order, intimidation and psychological harassment (30%); slander, defamation and smear campaigns (12%); and threats, warnings and
ultimatums (11%).
Other types of attacks with a strong impact on women defenders’ life and work include: excessive use of force;
judicial prosecution; illegal investigation; torture; cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment; and restrictions
on certain freedoms, such as those of association, information, expression and movement.
Another significant fact is that 76% of the attacks were repeated, which is to say that there is a systematic
pattern of an interrelated series of attacks. Furthermore, a gender component was identified in 37% of the
attacks, understood to mean attacks against a defender simply for being a woman.

1 IM-Defensoras, “Informe 2012-2014: Agresiones contra defensoras de DDHH en Mesoamérica”:
http://im-defensoras.org/2015/09/informe-2012-2014-agresiones-contra-defensoras-de-ddhh-en-mesoamerica/
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Who are attacking WHRD?
The State continues to be the main aggressor against women defenders, given that 54% of the assailants
identified are police, military personnel, public officials or authorities at different levels of government.
The fact that 28% of the attacks (607) were attributed to unknown persons is related to high levels of
impunity in the countries in this region and to the lack of investigation of the attacks. This, along with proof
that the State is the main aggressor, also helps us understand why only 38% of all attacks are taken to
court by WHRD.
In 13% of the cases, WHRD are attacked in private spaces: those of their own communities, organizations or
families. In 10% of the cases, business or security agents were involved. Their aggression is related to the extractive development policy of countries in the region. As many as 5% of the aggressors come from religious
and/or fundamentalist groups, medical personnel, and members of political parties who oppose defenders
of sexual and reproductive rights and sexual diversity.

RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE STATE:
•

•

•
•

Acknowledge and publicly address the criminal and social phenomenon and magnitude of violence against
WHRD. This includes the establishment of official registries with a gender perspective, public recognition of responsibility regarding attacks against defenders perpetrated by State agents; recognition of the
contributions made by WHRD; and the participation of trained, gender-sensitive officials in protection
processes.
Assume responsibility for the prevention, investigation, and diligence in dealing with attacks perpetrated
by non-State actors; resolve with complete due diligence the cases of WHRD killed or attacked by aggressors who have been denounced yet remain unpunished; ensure that the intellectual authors of the attacks
are tried and punished.
Eradicate all legislation aimed at limiting, inhibiting or criminalizing the actions in defense of human rights
carried out by WHRD. This includes legislation that penalizes women’s sexual and reproductive rights,
thereby fostering a lack of judicial security and placing WHRD and organizations at risk of criminalization.
Abstain from making any statement that questions or delegitimizes the work of women defenders, or any
statement or judgment that fosters the stigmatization, defamation, discrimination and sexism against
a WHRD.

TO SOCIAL MOVEMENTS:
•
•
•
•
•

Construct better conditions for challenging violence through organizational strengthening and a heightened capacity of movements to resist and advance within agendas for change.
Move from an individual focus to one of collective protection.
Tackle those tensions, conflicts and reproduction of discriminatory practices inside organizations and
movements that divide and increase vulnerability and risk.
Strengthen the recognition, backing and respect for women’s leadership, favoring participation in decision-making inside organizations and movements, particularly for those whose realities are less visible,
such as Indigenous, rural and migrant women, and defenders of sexual and reproductive rights.
Actively confront forms of violence against WHRD inside and outside their organizations. Coordinate
responses among organizations to cope with the specific violence generated against WHRD in the home
or private sphere and inside movements.
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•

Support networks for protection and secure self-care spaces among WHRD that allow them to be protagonists in protection. Construct comprehensive, collective protection processes. Place special emphasis on
enabling WHRD to attend to their needs for self and mutual care in order to guarantee the sustainability
of their activism.

TO REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS BODIES:
•
•

•
•
•

Underscore and acknowledge the impact of gender-specific discrimination and violence confronted by
women human rights defenders.
Exhort and generate the creation of monitoring mechanisms so that governments can critically evaluate
their progress and that of other governments in the adoption and application of resolutions related to
women, discrimination and gender violence. This includes the Resolution on “Promotion of the Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect
Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms: protecting women human rights defenders,” adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on December 18, 2013.2
Allocate political and economic resources to reinforce and legitimize the work of networks for the protection of WHRD.
Make human rights mechanisms accessible, including the 2013 Resolution on Women Human Rights Defenders, especially for those who experience interlinked forms of discrimination and violence.
Urge governments to utilize the investigation and documentation done by WHRD and their networks
analyzing gender specific components of the violence they face. This information should be considered
while developing laws and protection policies.

TO INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE AND DONOR AGENCIES:
•
•
•

Protect women human rights defenders, which implies, among other things, reinforcing their own strategies and protection capacities. This means devoting resources to the initiatives, networks and protection
measures that the WHRD themselves are launching, coordinating and promoting.
Pursue finance strategies that deal with spheres of violence specifically affecting WHRD: violence in family
and community spaces, violence inside organizations and movements, and other forms of violence that
stem from gender discrimination.
Provide financial support as general, multi-annual funding for the work of WHRD in organizations and
movements in order to allow for flexibility and security in establishing work and protection priorities.

2 http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/68/181
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